Name the Species (not character)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
Name the Ride (Specific name, not type of craft)

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
Name the weapon (full titles, please)

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.
‘Bots

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.
Who is it? (actor name)
36. This murder-mystery writer fights browncoats with his *ahem* hammer.
37. This B.C. strong-man is restoring galactic peace, using the alias of a fiery bird.
38. This priestly government agent frequently encounters strange happenings.
39. You could check-out this invisible “dancer” at a grocery.
40. This doll dusts while doubling days.
41. This hookah-smoking potions teacher is one paranoid android.
42. This toy delivers toys throughout the galaxy.

The Written Word

Star Wars expanded universe
43. This particular military unit in the Star Wars expanded universe played an integral part in the fall of the Imperial capital Coruscant. It also features in its own video games.
44. This character was a leader of the answer to last question and significantly was part of the rebel attacking force on both death stars. Name this commander.
45. This alien was a major imperial military leader and a renowned strategist for the Empire in books by Timothy Zahn.
46. Luke Skywalker did a dip in this healing substance in The Empire Strikes Back. A war for control of the production of this substance was a major part of the struggle between the Rebel Alliance and the Empire. What is it?
47. A major canonical change in the expanded universe involves an alien invasion by a species that disdains the use of metal and technology instead relying on biology. What is the name of the species?

Literature
48. This Gentleman Bastard runs a secret band of thieves and is even a priest of a little known god, conveniently the patron of thieves.
49. Orson Scott Card coined a phrase in his book on how to write science fiction where he chided many writers of making up unnecessary names for everyday items to make them sound more exotic. What did his example word smeerp actually mean?
50. For someone named Croaker, this character manages to thoroughly chronicle the history of this often morally ambiguous company in Glen Cook’s books. What is the name of the mercenary company he eventually captains?
51. If you know which way the gate is oriented, then it’s likely that you already know the big reveal of this story of child soldiers. What is the book/author?
52. These fantasy authors may fit the standard prejudices against fantasy authors in that they built their incredibly indepth world through roleplaying games. They have a bit of street cred most authors lack in that they have both been practicing archaeologists.

53. This cunning dwarf is the least loved son of a noble house known for its golden beauty, but in this tale of Ice and Fire, winter is coming.

54. This author passed away in 2007, worrying many of his fans because his massive fantasy series remained unfinished. Name the author who died and the man selected by the original author’s wife and publisher to finish this high profile series.

55. Radiohead drew inspiration from this paranoid Douglas Adams’s character to title this Ok Computer song.

56. This gambler makes his way through the world trying to avoid getting caught Red Handed and constantly finding himself commanding armies when all he wants in the world is pretty tavern maid and a cup of dice.

57. This fantasy author was one of the founders of the Society for Creative Anachronism, a group that works to reenact the Middle Ages “as they ought to have been” and is credited as the one who created the name.

58. This title character from David Weber is usually considered to be modeled on Horatio Hornblower and the main sequence of books in the universe that takes its name from her’s follows her rise through the ranks of the Royal Manticoran Navy.

59. This trilogy tells of the rise and fall of an assassin from apprentice to the time of his death and even beyond and finishes with the quest for the return of dragons to save the kingdom. Who is the author of the Farseer Trilogy and the subsequent Tawny Man Trilogy.

60. This massive series at times seems more like fantasy than science fiction being that it tells the tales of dragon riders and their constant battle to prevent the world from being destroyed by thread. What planet does the series take place on?

61. He’s not quite a conman but as a penniless orphan studying at the University, this oddly named musician has only started down his redhaired way to becoming a Kingkiller and living legend.

62. The Bene Gesserit is a cult in this famous series that has passed from father to son and even tragically attempted to cross over into film.

63. Give the name of the Eel of Darujhistan from the Malazan Book of the Fallen.

64. In 1944 June Flewett was just another war orphan being evacuated to the countryside in order to escape World War II. She had the fortune to end up an this famous author’s
house and was the inspiration for one of the characters in his famous book series. The character she inspired is also evacuated during the war.

65. Author Richard Adams originally created the idea for this story while driving with his daughters who he dedicated the resulting work for after he finally managed to get his story about rabbits published after thirteen rejections. Name the book.

66. This author famously wrote his fantasy trilogy in response to the Christian mythology often present in other early fantasy writers’ works. Who is he?

Audio/Visual /Parodies
67. What is the title of the parody of Don McLean’s American Pie that details the events of a famously reviled prequel?

68. In its 97th episode, the residents of South Park discovered that Earth was in fact a reality show broadcast to the rest of the universe. Describe the alien in charge of the show.

69. In the 1973 film Sleeper, a clarinet player is frozen and brought back to life in a dystopic future. Who wrote, directed, and starred in this film?

70. This heir to a famous grandfather with an oft mispronounced name returns giving up his teaching career to continue his grandfather’s work.

71. Kang and Kodos are two extraterrestrial members of this massive cast, appearing almost exclusively in its annual halloween episodes.

72. In Bender’s Game, the cast of Futurama become sucked into Bender’s imagination after he learns to imagine using this particular tool.

73. What are Vizzini’s classic blunders?

74. This show has many fans, but none so fervent as the aliens who abducted its cast thinking the actors were real space explorers.

Name the source:
75. I’ll be back.

76. Live long and prosper.

77. To Infinity and Beyond!

78. May the force be with you.

79. Never give up! Never surrender!
80. Danger, Will Robinson!
81. The truth is out there.
82. Indeed.
83. Exterminate! Annihilate! Destroy!
84. So say we all.
85. Bite my shiny metal ass!
86. There can be only one.
87. As you wish.

Match the system of magic [not necessarily the only one in the series] to the fantasy series (Answer with letter)
88. The One Power/Channeling  a. Prince of Nothing/Second Apocalypse
89. The Warrens  b. C. J. Cherryh The Morgaine Stories
90. Qujal technology of the Union Science Bureau  c. Wheel of Time
d. Mistborn
91. Children of the forest  e. The Kingkiller Chronicle
92. Sympathy  f. The Gentleman Bastards Sequence
93. Allomancy/Feruchemy/Hemalurgy  g. Farseer Trilogy
94. Bondsmage  h. A Song of Ice and Fire
95. Gnosis/Cishaurim  i. Malazan Book of the Fallen
96. Wit/Skill
Match the element with the fictional universe (Answer with letter)

97. Unobtanium   a. Futurama
98. Atmospherium  b. Red Dwarf
99. Naquadah       c. Captain Marvel
100. Tylium        d. Stargate SG-1
101. Mithril      e. The Absent Minded Professor
102. Flubber      f. Battlestar Galactica
103. Feminum      g. Dr. Strangelove
104. Wonderflonium h. Star Trek
105. Dalekanium   i. Wonder Woman TV Series
106. Crapcrapium  j. The Lost Skeleton of Cadavra
107. Balthorium   k. Dr. Who
109. Carbonite  m. Command and Conquer
110. Elementium  n. DC Comics
111. Spice      o. Middle Earth
112. Kryptonite  p. Dune
113. Red matter  q. Amazons Attack!
114. Shazamium   r. World of Warcraft
115. Strapontium t. Dr. Horrible’s Sing-along Blog
116. Tiberium